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A variety of molecules of type I undergo e eliminations 

heated in the vapor or liquid phase. We recently reviewed the 
n 

and synthetic sigtiicance of these eliminations,‘ sdizing 

when 

mschanistic 

our vie&4 

that these are highly concerted eliminations with only-modest charge 

separationin the transition state. There are, however, rather large 

differences in reaction conditions required to bring about the elimination 

.L 

X,Y,Z = C,O,N,S 
depending upon the atomsX,Y and Z. On the one hsnd amides (X -MI, 

Y = C, Z = 0)pyrolyae ori!ywith the greatest difficulty, requirie 

temperatures approaching 550°C for even low co*ersions.5 Xanthates 

(X = 0, Y - C, Z - S), on the other hand, require temperatures in the 
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200% range fo1. elimi.nation.2'6~7 

Put in tho general terms of equation (l), it is seen that a large 

number of poss:ible combinations may be imagined for this elimination, an3 

it appears wortitiile to put forth a general rule which will allow an 

estimate tc be made of the ease of a given pyrolytic cis elimination. If - - 

s equilibrium 2 equation (2) lies to the e as written, then the --- ---- 

wolysis represented & equation (r), as written, will proceed readily. -- 

If the eouilitaium (2) lies to the left, pyrolysis (1) till be difficult. -- __---- _-- 

d 
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(2) 

A corollary to this rule is of more use. If a pyrolysis of the * -_ -- 

of equation (1) proceeds only with difficulty, interchange of the atoms X ---_ 

and Y (X # Y) will lead to a system undergoing elimination at much lower -_- _---_ 

temperatures. The converse also applies. We wish to report a striking 

example of this corollary. It has already been remarked that atides 

require very high temperatures for pyrolytic elimination. Interchange of 

the nitrogen am3 oxygen gives rise to imino ethers. lhese compounds ulrler- 

go pyrolytic c:is el&i.nations e two hundred degrees lower 350~hOO°C,’ 

&an amides. An even more instxuc+Lve example is found in enol ethers 

(X -0,Y - C,Z = CH2> hi h w c undergd pyrolytic eliminations more readily 

thar~esters.3 IntercSnge~ofX aad Y gives Retones, which do not 

6 H. R. Nacs, Orsanic Reactions, A. C. Cope, Ed., J. Wiley and Sons, Inc., 
New York, Vol. 12, p. 57. 
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noted the thermal lability of thg 2-buwwhm 
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eliminate. In this system the acetate might serve as a standard, since 

X = Y. Then the enoletherpJrr0lysi.s goes more easily than the acetate 

pyrolysis because there is additional energy to be gained in the conver- 

sion represented by (2).6 The rule also explains why xanthates are more 

reactive than thiolcarbonates in these eliminations. 
8 

In the cases studied so far, the rule may be applied to the pyrolytic 

elimination of oxides (equation h). A pyrolytic el&dnation as in equa- 

tion (h) will proceed readily in those cases (amine ofide,9 sulfoxide") 

-+0- --LOB 

-p-KH 
. 

;c PC< 
(41 

_&y e I 

k 
-X-OH (5) 

in which the equilibrium (5) lies to the right, anl. will be difficult 

(phosphine oxidell) when the equilibrium (5) lies to the left. 
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